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Exercise A. Complete the text with the Present Simple, Present Continuous, Past Simple or ‘be going to’. 

Last week, Sam 1) applied (apply) for a job as a business administrator for a big company. The company       
2) sells (sell) electronic products to some Asian companies. It also 3) has (have) some small shops in different 

parts of the country. He 4) was (be) sure that he’d get the job because he 5) worked (work) in different 

international companies after university education. However, they 6) called (call) him in the morning and      
7) told (tell) him that he’s not suitable for the job as they 8) are looking (look for) a person who can speak 

Chinese or Japanese. Unfortunately, Sam 9) doesn’t know (not/ know) any of the Asian languages though he 

can speak four languages including French, and Italian. Now, he 10) is searching (search) some language 

courses on the Internet. He says if he can’t find a good language school, he 11) is going to move (move) to 

China and learn the language there. He really 12) wants (want) to work in this company because the working 

conditions and the salary 13) are (be) great. He 14) needs (need) to find a job and save some money as soon as 

possible because he 15) is going to get married/ is getting married (get married) to his fiancée next year. He 
16) proposed (propose) to her last month after dating for about two years.   

 

Exercise B. There are six mistakes in the text. Find and correct them.  

Jon works in a busy office in the city centre. The problem is he doesn’t like working indoors and he isn’t 

can’t stand being in the city. He loves being outside, so he often goes for a long walks every day in the parks 

and doesn’t mind if it’s cold and raining. His friends always tells (or ‘his friend always tells’) him that he 

should get a new job, but he has rarely rarely has any time to look for a new one. Today he is on holiday 

and he is looking at job advertisements. Sometimes he thinks he would like to work on a farm or maybe in 

the travel industry. 

 
Exercise C. Put the words in the correct order to make questions. 

1. A: invented / who / the world wide web/ ?   - Who invented the world wide web? 

B: Tim Berners- Lee. 

2. A: went / composer / which / deaf / ?   - Which composer went deaf? 

B: Beethoven. 
3. A: water/ oil/ what/ mix/ you / happens / when / and / ?  - What happens when you mix oil and water? 

B: They separate. 

4. A: wrote/ silent piece of music/ a / who / ?    –Who wrote a silent piece of music? 

B: John Cage. 

5. A: smile / whose / famous / is / ?   - Whose smile is famous? 
B: Mona Lisa’s. 

6. A: sank / luxury / which / ship / 1912 / in / ?    - Which luxury ship sank in 1912? 

B: The Titanic 

7. A: artist / which / ear / his / cut off / ?   - Which artist cut off his ear? 

B: Van Gogh 
8. A: plays / whose / are / in / performed / Stratford-upon-Avon / ?    

Whose plays are performed in Stratford-upon-Avon? 
B: Shakespeare’s. 
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Exercise D. Write questions for the underlined parts. 

1. The first plane launched a revolution in the way we travel. 

What launched a revolution in the way we travel? 

2. Mike is planning a safari with his new girlfriend next year. 

Who is Mike planning a safari next year with?/ Who is Mike planning a safari with next year? 

3. No, I don’t know who invented the Internet. 

Do you know who invented the Internet? 

4. Mike and Sarah didn’t join the last session yesterday. 

Who didn’t join the last session yesterday? 

5. They’re going to get engaged in June. 

When are they going to get engaged? 

6. Wright Brothers’ managed to trigger a whole century of innovation. 

What did Wright Brothers’ manage (to do)? 

7. We have to do this project because we’ll get extra grades. 

Why do we have to do this project? 

8. Two students are absent now. 

Who is absent now? 

9. Picasso’s most famous work is ‘Guernica’. 

Whose most famous work is ‘Guernica’? 

10. I want you to discuss the reasons for water pollution. 

What do you want us to discuss? 

 

	


